
 

Introducing Smart Townus 

With the Smart Townus, we present the newest member of our Smart family. In the 

same design as the passive Townus models, the smart variant ensures enthusiasm with 

its extensive equipment and the best technical ingredients.  

The fully active Smart Townus speakers are equipped with powerful amplifiers that 

provide 350 watts of power to each speaker. This eliminates the need for external 

power amplifiers and speaker cables. Simply set them up in the desired location, 

connect the power cable and feed player, and off you go with the listening fun in your 

home. The wireless signal transmission with 24-bit signal processing between the 

speakers ensures music playback of the highest quality. 

Easy to Connect 

Our Smart Townus makes it easy for you: You can connect whatever your HiFi heart 

desires to the numerous inputs. For this purpose, analog connections in high-quality 

XLR and RCA versions are available, in addition to the digital variants in optical and 

coaxial design. A USB input with XMOS allows contact with computers and of course 

our Smart Townus can stream music in the best quality wirelessly via Bluetooth with 

aptX. We include a selection of cables so you can start playing music right away at 

home.  

Thanks to the smart features, you can combine the compact Smart Townus 2 speakers 

with the Smart Townus 8 floorstanding speaker. This way, you can build a great-

sounding home theater set in single-room operation or integrate your Smart Townus 

speakers as an excellent-sounding multi-room system. 

 

 Excellent Components 

Despite their compact dimensions, the elegant Smart Townus speakers impress 

with a broadband, powerful sound image - deepest bass, neutral mids and brilliant 

highs are reproduced with playful ease. Smart Townus bass-midrange drivers 

feature a stiff and low-resonance titanium cone, suspended in a latest-generation 

Wave surround, combined with the integrated 350 watt Class D amplifier, which all 

ensures impressive dynamics. 

The high-end 25 mm aluminum oxide ceramic tweeters use a precisely calculated 

transmission front plate to optimize the sound radiation and coupling. Our wave-

beading technology, the very solidly built enclosures and the strategically placed 

damping material keep sound damaging resonances away from these speakers.  

 



 

 

 

 


